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Testing the Permanent Income Hypothesis with Synthetic Cohorts
Heterogeneous Discounting and Micro-Macro Data

Motivation
If it were found conclusive that the permanent income hypothesis were true (that
individuals effectively smooth out their income inequalities in their consumption choices), then
there would be little justification for government intervention to assist individuals in their
savings. This conclusion would suggest that the need for Social Security programs (if their sole
goal was to provide savings assistance) has been overemphasized and, normatively, should be
scaled back.

Positive Question
What are individuals’ intertemporal elasticity of substitution? What are individuals’ time
preferences (beta) and do they depend on demographics? Overall, are the estimated
coefficients significant and does the model do a good job of explaining lifetime consumption
behavior? Is there significant evidence that agents smooth their consumption in response to
lifetime permanent income? Or, do agents’ consumption levels fluctuate with variations in
income levels across their lifetime? If so, what accounts for the apparent irrationality? If not, or
inconclusive, what could have allowed previous economists to reject the permanent income
hypothesis and thus continue to justify large government intervention programs such as Social
Security?

Methodology Overview
I follow the methodology of Attanasio (1995) for generating data on synthetic cohorts
from micro data and for imposing structural utility preferences. I diverge from his procedure
where he makes restrictive assumptions about distributions of the error terms to simplify the
linearization and estimation. Instead, I take his resulting synthetic cohort data and nonlinearly
estimate the structural utility parameters via GMM as in Hansen Singleton (83) for each cohort.

Data
Ideal data for this analysis would consist of consumption, income levels, and savings
rates faced by agents for every period throughout their lifetime. Instead, my data consists of 20
years of annual cross-sectional micro-level data from the March CEX (1980-2000). I take the
data, and divide the individuals into 6 different cohorts based on gender and educational
attainment (drop out, high school, college). For each cohort, I observe each individual’s age,
consumption level, income level, and interest rate faced. Thus I construct a balanced panel age
profile of income, consumption, and interest rates for each cohort.
I use this constructed Micro-Level Macro-Aggregated Data to estimate the structural
utility parameters for each cohort.
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The interest rate age profiles for each cohort are in the appendix. In addition, all data
(original), synthesized panel data, and estimates are contained in Excel Format on my website:
http://mastroresearch.googlepages.com/ under the topic ‘EconometricsIII’.
One drawback the Synthetic Panel Data set is that the consumption and income data
was at the household level and therefore, ad hoc assumptions about the public good aspect
and intra-household sharing rules must be asserted in order to achieve data on individual level
consumption and income levels. I asserted that the sharing rule was that within a household,
each family member fully enjoyed all energy and housing consumption, and that the rest of the
expenditures were on 60% public goods (along a linear homotopy where 0 represents equal per
capita consumption with no sharing and 1 represents pure public good where each member
enjoys equally full consumption of the good). The following analysis and estimates did not
change dramatically for variations in the sharing rule.

Methodology
Dynamic Optimization (for each cohort)
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The individuals’ residuals should be mean 0.
Euler Equation to be estimated
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The econometrician’s residuals (the correlation of the individuals’ residuals and
elements from the individuals’ information set) should be mean 0.
Parameters and Instruments
𝛽 = 𝜃0 + 𝜃1 ∙ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝜃2 ∙ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 2 + 𝜃3 ∙ (𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)
𝛩 = {𝜎, 𝜃0 , 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 } for just identified
𝛩 = {𝜎, 𝜃0 , 𝜃1 , 𝜃3 } for over identified case
Z={current income, c lag 1, c lag2, current r, r lag 1}

Results
Parameter Estimates

Weighting Matrix
Very problematic, non-singular. 1st stage estimates (pseudo parameters) yield very small
residuals. Thus, unable to invert, nor needed to invert, to get more efficient estimates.
Variance Covariance Matrix
Without the weighting matrix, I am also unable to compute the Variance Covariance Matrix for
the estimated parameter values, although I still present the results and the code.

Conclusions
The permanent income hypothesis cannot be conclusively rejected. The results indicate
that there is reason to believe that individuals are rational consumers with concave preferences
and do effectively consumption smooth. The need for savings assistance programs is
inconclusive at best. The drop in consumption levels at retirement is not disastrously severe,
especially considered relative to drops in consumption levels arising from other income shocks,
such as illness, loss of job, or going back to school.
Possible reasons for previous rejections of the permanent income hypothesis, and thus
justifications for government intervention in individual savings, could come from the fact that
discounting was neither considered heterogeneous across individuals nor age dependent.
Dismissal of patience heterogeneity and time varying discounting would lead to noisier
estimates on the IES. The results of this paper show that beta heterogeneity and age-variation
are significant and critical for policy analysis.

Synthetic Cohort Panel Data

All original CEX data, synthetic panel data, interest rates, and estimates are located on my
website: http://mastroresearch.googlepages.com/ under the heading, ‘Econometrics III’.
MatLab Programs:
MCP.m
(MetricsIII Cooper Project) (calls GMMObjFunId.m, GMMObjFun.m, and VarCov.m)
GMMObjFunId.m
(Generalized Method of Moments Objective Function) (calls VOM.m)
VOM.m
(Vector of Moments) (calls Euler.m)
Euler.m
(Euler Equations) (calls BETA.m)
BETA.m
(Beta discount parameter values)
GMMObjFun.m
(GMM Objective Function with Optimal weighting matrix)(calls VOM.m)
VarCov.m
(Variance Covariance Matrix)(calls JAC.m)
JAC.m
(Instrument Interacted Jacobian Matrix)(calls JACJ.m)
JACJ.m
(Jacobian Vector)(calls BETA.m)
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%
%
%
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Synthetic Panel Data and Nonlinear GMM Estimation

clear all
clc
global c inc r Z ob age nsc age2 famsize owm
load data.mat
%set of data matrices
%r = 6x12 interest rates for each time (cohort type) x (time period)
%c = 6x12 consumption values for each (cohort type) x (time period)
%age, age2
%1x12 regressors for each time period (x6), same for all cohorts (x1)
%inc, famsize
%6x12 beta regressors for each (cohort type)x(timeperiod)
disp('Synthetic Panel Data and Nonlinear GMM Estimation')
disp('Identifying Utility Parameters')
scd=size(c);
sc=scd(1); %sc=#synthetic cohort types
ob=scd(2); %ob=#effective observations
%b=zeros(sc,5); %b=matrix of optimal parameter values for each cohort
b=zeros(sc,4);
%b=zeros(sc,2);
%vcb=zeros(5,5,sc); %vcb=varcov matrix of parameters for each cohort
vcb=zeros(4,4,sc);
%vcb=zeros(2,2,sc);
Qval=zeros(sc,1);
for nsc=1:sc %for each cohort

%generate/extract instrument vector Z, items uncorr w Euler resids
%9x5 (each usable time period lag)x(5 instruments)
Z=zeros(ob-3,5);
%Z=zeros(ob-3,4);
%Z=zeros(ob-3,2);

for nob=3:ob-1 %3 bc two lags, -1 because can't do euler on last
Z(nob-2,:)=[inc(nsc,nob), c(nsc,nob-1), c(nsc,nob-2), r(nsc,nob),
r(nsc,nob-1)];
%Z(nob-2,:)=[inc(nsc,nob), c(nsc,nob-1), r(nsc,nob), r(nsc,nob)];
%Z(nob-2,:)=[inc(nsc,nob),r(nsc,nob)];
end
%find parameter value estimates
%[b(nsc,:),Qval(nsc)]=fminsearch(@GMMObjFunId,[.75,.5,.25,.2,.15]);
[b(nsc,:),Qval(nsc)]=fminsearch(@GMMObjFunId,[.75,.5,.25,.2]);
%[b(nsc,:),Qval(nsc)]=fminsearch(@GMMObjFunId,[.75,.85]);
%first time to get pseudo parameters (consistent estimates)
temp=VOM(b(nsc,:))
%temptemp=inv(temp*temp')
%owm=inv(VOM(b(nsc,:))*VOM(b(nsc,:))');
%[b(nsc,:),Qval(nsc)]=fminsearch(@GMMObjFun,[.75,.5,.25,.2,.15]);
%second time to get more efficient estimates
%find var cov matrix for estimates
vcb(:,:,nsc)=VarCov(b(nsc,:));
end

GMMObjFunId.m
function gid = GMMObjFunId(y)
gid= VOM(y)'*VOM(y);
%(1x5)(5x1)=(1x1)
% Compute GMMObjFunId(gid) for some y values (to be fimsearched over)
% GMMObjFun value =0 if perfectly specified
%called by Main Code (MCP=metrics cooper proj)
%Take in a vector of moment conditions (VOM) (1x5)
%calls VOM.m
%GMMObjFunId value(depends on parameter values, to be min)

VOM.m
function v = VOM(y)
global Z ob
v = ((1/(ob-3))*Euler(y)'*Z)';
%((1x1)(1x9)(9x5))'=(5x1)
% Compute vector of moments' values at y (to be fminsearched over)
% interacts euler residuals with instruments
%called by GMMObjFun.m
%Take in a vector of euler conditions (9x1)
%calls Euler.m
%Take in a Instruments matrix
%call variable Z
%Output a vector of functions (moments) at parameter values y

Euler.m
function u = Euler(y)
global ob nobx r c
u=zeros(ob-3,1);
for nobx=3:ob-1
u(nobx-2)=BETA(y)*(r(nobx+1)/r(nobx))*(c(nobx+1)/c(nobx))^(-1/y(1))-1;
end

% Compute Euler Residuals at y (to be fminsearched over)
%called by VOM.m
%Take in a vector of Consumption Values (c=10x1)
%calls c.mat
%Take in a vector of interest rates
%call variable r.mat
%Take in vector of beta regressors x
%call variable x.mat
%Output a vector of euler equations (@y)

BETA.m
function beta=BETA(y)
%global nobx age age2 famsize nsc
global nobx age famsize nsc
%global nobx age age2

%beta=y(2)+y(3)*age(1,nobx)+y(4)*age2(1,nobx)+y(5)*famsize(nsc,nobx);
beta=y(2)+y(3)*age(1,nobx)+y(4)*famsize(nsc,nobx);
%beta=y(2)+y(3)*age(1,nobx)+y(4)*age2(1,nobx);
%beta=y(2);

GMMObjFun.m
function g = GMMObjFun(y)
global owm
g = VOM(y)'*owm*VOM(y);
%(1x5)(5x5)(5x1)=(1x1)
%g= VOM(y)'*OWM(y)*VOM(y);

% Compute GMMObjFun(g) for some y values (to be fimsearched over)
% GMMObjFun value =0 if perfectly specified
%called by Main Code (MCP=metrics cooper proj)
%Take in a vector of moment conditions (VOM) (1x5)
%calls VOM.m
%Take in a weighting matrix
%call OWM.m
%Output gmm objective function value(depends on parameter values, to be min)

VarCov.m
function vcv = VarCov(y)
global owm
vcv = inv(JAC(y)'*owm*JAC(y));

% Compute var/cov matrix of parameter estimates y
%called by MCP.m
% Take in a vector of consumption values

%
%
%
%
%

Take in a vector of interest rates
Take in a matrix of instruments
Take in parameter estimate
Take in optimal weighting matrix
Output a VarCovMatrix

JAC.m
function jac = JAC(y)
global Z ob nobj J jac
J=zeros(4,5);
%parameters,instruments
for nobj=1:ob-3
jac=kron(JACJ(y)',Z(nobj,:));
J=jac+J;
end
jac=(1/(ob-3))*J;

JACJ.m
function jacj = JACJ(y)
global r c nobj Z
jacj=zeros(1,4);
jacj(1,1)=BETA(y)*(r(nobj+2)/r(nobj+1))*(c(nobj+3)/c(nobj+2))^(1/(y(1)))*log(c(nobj+3)/c(nobj+2))*inv(y(1)^2);
jacj(1,2)=BETA(y)*(r(nobj+2)/r(nobj+1))*(c(nobj+3)/c(nobj+2))^(-1/(y(1)))*1;
for np=3:4
jacj(1,np)=BETA(y)*(r(nobj+2)/r(nobj+1))*(c(nobj+3)/c(nobj+2))^(1/(y(1)))*Z(nobj,np);
end

